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The Akida Neuromophic System-on-Chip (NSoC) is a semiconductor 
device that accelerates spiking neural networks (SNNs) using the Akida 
Neuron Model, which emulates the functions of biological neurons in a 
digital form. The Akida Neuron Model simulates synaptic connections, 
axon integration functions, and the transfer of spikes between 
synapses.  These Akida neurons are “trained” by setting synaptic 
weight values and firing thresholds. 
The Akida Development Environment (ADE) is a machine learning 
framework that enables the creation, training, and testing of Spiking 
Neural Networks that target the Akida NSoC. 
The Akida Execution Engine (AEE) consists of the Akida Neuron Model, 
its training methodologies, and data-to-spike converters, i.e., a software 
version of the Akida NSoC. 
The Akida NSoC includes a number of key features that differentiate it 
from other neural networks and SNN implementations.  These are:
• Synaptic modeling
• Event-based computing
• Freely configurable connectivity from one layer to the next
• A built-in unsupervised learning algorithm

U n d e r s t a n d i n g   t h e  A k i d a  N S o C

Efficient Synaptic Modeling 
In the Akida Neuron Model, synaptic weights are uniquely optimized to 
provide accurate behavior with very low computational overhead and 
memory requirements.  Years of research and testing have revealed 
that these synapses show little degradation in accuracy, giving 
the Akida NSoC substantial advantages in computational cost and 
memory requirements.

Event-Based Computing 
Neuromorphic computing is intrinsically event-based, since the 
neurons in the network only generate events when they reach a 
threshold.  Because events, not activation levels, are communicated 
between layers, the number of computations is vastly reduced.  
This results in the Akida NSoC delivering extremely fast, low power 
computation, with minimal cost in accuracy.

Freely Configurable Connectivity Between Layers 
Connectivity in the Akida neuron fabric is freely configurable.  
Connections from any given neuron are not limited by the number or 
identity of neurons to which they may connect in the following layer.*  
Currently, the Akida Execution Engine ONLY supports connectivity in a 
feed-forward manner. 

Unsupervised Learning
The Akida Execution Engine (AEE) includes a built-in learning 
algorithm, inspired by the operation of the human brain.  Many 
spiking neural networks used in academia use a form of Spike-Time 
Dependent Plasticity (STDP).  With STDP, when a neuron ‘spikes’ 
or breaches a threshold generating an event, connections from 
recently activated inputs are strengthened, while other connections 
are weakened.  Neurons learn to respond to input patterns that they 
see repeatedly, learning the features or patterns that characterize a 
particular input data set.  
At BrainChip, we have significantly augmented basic STDP learning 
methods by overcoming many of the intrinsic shortcomings.  With the 
inclusion of several features, such as competition between neurons, 
allowing each neuron to learn a different feature, the population 
of neurons within a layer is trained to cover a broad range of input 
feature spaces. Thus, the response of the population to a given input 
carries information about the features present.

*There are real limits on the number of neurons and their input space dimensions in the Akida NSoC.
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The Akida Development Environment includes a fully packaged method 
for offline supervised training of a convolutional neural network (deep 
learning) yielding quantized network weights.
These weights can then be transferred into synaptic weights and firing 
thresholds for the Akida neuron model.  This enables the conversion of 
most existing CNNs into SNNs. (See: Akida CNN2SNN Toolkit.pdf)

C N N  t o  S N N  M i g r a t i o n

The Akida Execution Engine
Performing basic tasks with the Akida Execution Engine is quite 
straightforward.  However, in fine tuning or for more complex tasks, an 
understanding of Spiking Neural Networks, the Akida Neuron Model, 
and the parameters that define it, is necessary.

Principle Steps to using the Akida Execution Engine:
1. Determine Training Mode
2. The Spiking Neural Network Model – what Layer Types?
3. Input Data Format
4. Defining Layer Parameters
5. Interpreting Outputs

1. Determine Training Mode
Typically, an Akida Neural Network Model will be initialized with random 
weights, and then undergo a period of unsupervised training by letting 
it process a relevant dataset.  When finished, the network can be saved 
for future use and reloaded in inference-only mode with learning turned 
off – the User could also initiate a new learning episode, possibly 
with a different dataset. Unlike many supervised training algorithms, 
there is no need to completely retrain the network when the dataset is 
modified.                                 

In the human brain, sensory processing is typically hierarchical, 
taking place over a series of layers, with early layers extracting simple 
information about basic features.  For example, in the visual system, 
the presence and location of contours and edges isdetected in lower 
layers, while higher layers learn to respond to ‘combinations’ of 
contours and edges, making responses both more selective and more 
generalised.  Selective, to more complex shapes or objects, and more 
generalised, regarding invariance to spatial position or orientation.
In a spiking neural network targeting the Akida NSoC, a single layer may 
be sufficient or a multilayer architecture may be required, depending on 
the task.

The most prominent feature of Akida’s learning algorithm is that it is 
completely unsupervised; unlike typical neural networks in machine 
learnig.  It is notable that a spiking neural network targeting the Akida 
NSoC can be presented with unlabeled datasets and, without any 
additional information, will learn to respond to the different elements 
present in the data.  Furthermore, learning can be ongoing.  For 
instance, if a new class is added to an already learned set of data, 
there is no need to retrain the entire network.  By allowing learning 
to continue, the new class can incrementally be added to elements 
already recognized by the network.

• An example of such a training method is provided in the DVS 
example, in the Jupyter Notebooks.

While unsupervised learning can perform well on certain tasks, by 
adding supervision at an appropriate stage, the performance of SNN 
networks can be greatly improved.  
However, it is notable that unsupervised learning can perform tasks 
that would be impossible for a supervised learning method, e.g., finding 
unknown and unexpected patterns in data where there is no identifiable 
or labeled outcome usable for supervision.

Unsupervised Learning (continued)
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3. Input Data Format
There are two initial considerations regarding the nature of the data 
sent to the AEE:
• Data format: events or images?
• Buffering: continuous data or frames?

Data format.
The Akida Execution Engine processes spikes natively, so for many 
types of input data, the User will need to select a method of conversion 
for the input signal into an event-based representation, known as: data-
to-spike conversion. 
The Akida Execution Engine also has built-in data-to-spike converters 
that will be available in the Akida NSoC.  Currently, data-to-spike 
converters for pixel-based and event-based data are available; while 
other converters will be added in subsequent releases.

Note: When sending (event-based) pre-generated spikes, the first AEE 
layer should be of type: ‘inputData’.  
Also: The AEE integrated spike generator for image data (8-bit 
grayscale or RGB) is set up by defining the first layer as type: 
‘inputBCSpike’.

Data-to-spike converters may also be created using C-code or Python 
within the Akida Development Environment.]

A third input layer format, ‘inputConvTernarySpike’ is also 
allowed, using AEE  as a fast and efficient inference engine for 
supervised convolutional neural networks, converted to SNN.

2. The Spiking Neural Network Model 
All Akida Spiking Networks require an input layer, and an additional 
layer.  Other layers may be required to optimize each Spiking Neural 
Network model, depending on the given task.  Currently, the Akida 
Execution Engine supports serial feedforward architectures.

Two principal layer types are available: 
• fullyConnected – sometimes described as ‘dense’. 
• convolutional – see the detailed layer descriptions below.  

These two layer types may be combined as required: a typical network 
model for processing images like the MNIST dataset, might include the 
following series of layers: 

Each neuron in a fullyConnected layer takes its inputs from the full 
set of inputs to the layer, although some synaptic connections may be 
suppressed during training.  In a convolutional layer by contrast, each 
neuron has a set of synaptic weights characterizing a x-y spatial region 
(e.g. a 5 x 5 kernel), and that configuration of weights is convolved with 
the input – meaning that it is tested at each possible spatial position –
often described as a weight-sharing configuration.   Convolutional 
layers are useful for translation invariance – that is, they test for a 
pattern at different positions.  The Akida NSoC supports kernel sizes of 
1x1, 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 for standard convolution, with a stride of 1.
For a deeper understanding of the meaning and usage of 
fullyConnected and convolutional layers, the reader is directed to the      
existing literature on neural network processing methods.

 inputData➤convolutional➤convolutional➤fullyConnected➤fullyConnected
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To train the MNIST dataset, using a very simple neural network model 
configuration with a single fullyConnected type layer, it would be 
acceptable to set the number of weights per neuron in that range (in 
this case perhaps: 300).  If neurons have more weights than required, 
they will acquire some ‘generalization’ that is: tolerance to slightly 
different forms of the pattern they are intended to detect – but, will 
also lose some ‘specificity’, or become more responsive to members of 
different classes.
The numWeights parameter has other dependencies, such as an event-
generating threshold or ‘thresholdFire’ and the number of events 
processed at a time or ‘packetSize’ 
(See the next chapter for more details).

5. Interpreting the Outputs
Note that the AEE has an unsupervised learning mode.  Consequently, 
while it can learn to respond differently to different classes of input, 
by definition it will never attach any meaning or “result” to its outputs.  
Therefore, many tasks will require a classification stage.  Either, simple 
labeling of neurons according to the classes that drive them best or, 
highly sophisticated classification schemes.  The AEE also includes the 
possibility of (pseudo) supervised classification.  (Please see the next 
chapter for more details.)*  
To summarize, if a training sample has an attached label, it is possible 
to define a layer so that, during the training phase, neurons will only be
allowed to learn a representation when their target class is presented. 
During inference, the output of the layer will then supply the class label 
directly.
* See also the ADE DVS tutorial.

Buffering.
AEE processes many packets of events at a time – from tens to 
hundreds.  This requires buffering the inputs to a layer which, 
depending on the nature of the data, is achieved in one of two ways:
For continuous or ongoing types of data, like the stream of data events 
generated by a DVS camera, the ‘bufferingType’ should be set to 
‘packetizingBuffer’.  In this case, any number of events can be 
sent to the AEE one at a time, or in very large bursts.  In either case, the 
buffer takes events in the order received until it reaches a predefined 
‘packetSize’, and then sends that packet for processing. 
For data in the form of discrete samples, for example, traditional 
image frames or sets of values pertaining to a single subject, a 
‘flushingBuffer’ should be used.  In that case, no matter how many 
events are sent at once they are immediately processed as a single 
packet.

4. Define Layer Parameters
Once the overall structure of the neural network model is established, it 
is necessary to determine the specific parameters for each layer.  In the 
following section, each parameter is described in detail and designated 
as either mandatory or optional, depending on the layer type.
The number of active (non-zero) connections that each neuron has with 
the previous layer or input data channels (defined as numWeights), is 
an important consideration and opimizing this value is key to
achieving high accuracy in the Akida NSoC.  Broadly speaking, the 
number of weights should be related to the number of events expected 
to compose the items’ or item’s sub-features of interest.
For example, in the MNIST dataset, sample images comprise a 28x28 
pixel squares, with substantial area of blank space, and a number of 
dark pixels composing the characters.  If only the x-y locations of the 
dark
pixels were sent as events to the neural network model, each sample 
would comprises of a few hundred events. 
Note: This case is only given as an example – there are better ways of 
encoding image data as events. 
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Specifying the Neural Network Model: YAML files (continued)
Each Layer item requires two fields:
• Name: a name for the layer.  The name chosen has no impact on the 

configuration of the network, but each layer should have a different 
name which will be used to automatically generate a filename if the 
network state is saved after training.  Networks are saved as  .yml 
configuration files – plus a weights file for each layer. ‘[layer_
name]_wts.dat’   Care should be taken when choosing layer 
names; use standard restrictions.

• Parameters: will be followed by an indented series of parameter: 
value pairs specific to the layer type, which are described in detail 
below.

Input Layer Types
The first layer of a neural network must be one of two possible input 
layer types:
• inputData – universal input layer type.  The User must apply their 

own event-generating transformation on the data – except where 
the data is already in an appropriate event-based format, e.g., the 
output from a neuromorphic camera.

• inputBCSpike – image-specific input layer, taking either RGB or 
grayscale pixel input.

inputData
Parameters:
 layerType: inputData
 inputHeight: 12
 inputWidth: 12
 inputFeatures: 8*
*optional parameters

This is the general purpose input layer.  It takes events in a simple 
address-event data format; that is, each event is characterized by a trio 
of values giving x, y and feature values.  The inputData layer simply 
passes them to the rest of the network for processing – this layer takes 
3 mandatory parameters and 1 optional parameter:

N e u ra l  N e t w o r k  M o d e l s :
Layers, Parameters and Syntax

Specifying the Neural Network Model: YAML files
Akida Neural Network Models are defined by text files using the YAML 
format. This allows the User to flexibly modify networks without 
recompiling any code, either by having the application read a fixed, 
specified .yml file, or by designing the application to accept a .yml file 
path and name as an argument on launch.  An example of the content 
of a valid .yml file is given below. 

Note the following details:
• Indenting is important for defining sections.
• Entries are given as parameter: value pairs.
• Parameter names and values are case sensitive.
• The Layers section comprises a list; each item starting with a 

hyphen (-).  Only serial feedforward connections between layers 
are supported at present, with the series of layers connected in the 
order defined in the .yml file.

Name: demo_CharacterDVS
Path*: “”
Layers:
 - Name: input
   Parameters:
  layerType: inputData
  inputWidth: 32
  inputHeight: 32
  inputFeatures: 1
 - Name: fully
   Parameters:
  layerType: fullyConnected
  bufferingType: packetizingBuffer
  numNeurons: 1024
  packetSize: 150
  numWeights: 150
  thresholdFire: 80
  initialPlasticity: 1
  minPlasticity: 0.03
  plasticityDecay: 0.2
  learningCompetition: 0
  learningType: akidaUnsupervised
* Unused parameter
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inputBCSpike

Parameters:
 layerType: inputBCSpike
 inputWidth: 28
 inputHeight: 28

The inputBCSpike layer is an image-specific input layer.  It takes 3 
mandatory parameters:
• layerType: inputBCSpike
• inputWidth and inputHeight: Integer values defining the 

dimensions of the input image.

The inputBCSpike layer is used if images are sent directly to AEE 
without using the event-generating method.  If the User applies their 
own event-generating method, the resulting events should be sent to an 
inputData type layer instead.
The inputBCSpike layer accepts images in 8-bit pixels, either 
grayscale or RGB, although both will be converted to grayscale 
internally.  Images are converted to events using a proprietary 
Brainchip data-to-spike conversion algorithm.  In order to estimate the 
number of weights required in the following layer, the User must be 
aware that the output has the same height and width as the input
image and a feature dimension of size 8.  Expect approximately one 
event per pixel – fewer if there are large contrast-free regions in the 
image, such as with the MNIST dataset.
Note that this format is not appropriate for neuromorphic camera type 
input; which data is natively event-based and should be sent to an 
inputData type input layer.

inputData (continued)
• layerType: inputData.
• inputHeight: Integer value defining the input height.
• inputWidth: Integer value defining the input width.
• inputFeatures: [optional] Integer value defining the size of the 

third input dimension.  Defaults to: one, if not provided.

Regarding the input dimension values, note that AEE expects inputs 
with zero-based indexing, i.e., if inputWidth is defined as 12, then 
the network expects all input events to have x-values in the range 
0–11.
The inputFeatures dimension is simply a third input dimension, e.g., 
certain DVS cameras generate events with x- and y-pixel values, but 
also with an event polarity, that is: on for increasing luminance, or off 
for decreasing luminance.  In which case, the features-dimension would 
be used to encode the polarity and would be defined with size 2.
Where possible:
• The x and y dimensions should be used for discretely-sampled 

continuous domains such as space (e.g., images) or time-series 
(e.g., an audio signal).

• The f dimension should be used for ‘category indices’, where there is 
no particular relationship between neighboring values.  

The important distinction in neural networks targeting the Akida NSoC 
is that convolutional layers are limited to performing the stride of 
the convolution in the x- and y-dimensions.  Convolution across the f 
dimension is not supported.  The input dimension values are used for:
• Error checking – input events are checked and if any fall outside 

the defined input range, then the whole set of events sent on 
that processing call is rejected.  No errors will be generated if the 
defined values are larger than the true input dimensions, but the 
configuration will not be optimally efficient, and there is a small 
chance of generating a non-responsive network if there is a large 
disparity.

• Configuring the input and output dimensions of subsequent layers 
in the network.
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Note: Input Buffering Types

Events are not processed in isolation, but rather as groups of events – 
typically tens to hundreds of events together.  Each input layer includes 
a buffer assigned to this grouping process but, depending on the nature 
of the data, there are two scenarios to be considered:
1. Frames/discrete samples:  Some data already comprise discrete 

groups of events,  e.g., all of the events related to a single image 
frame or to a single test sample.  It is reasonable to keep these 
events together for processing – for which a flushingBuffer 
should be used.  Any group of events sent to the buffer will be 
directly passed on for processing.

2. Ongoing stream of data:  Some data comprise an ongoing 
stream without intrinsic divisions between groups of events, e.g., 
the stream of data from a neuromorphic camera.  In this case, 
a packetizingBuffer should be used.  Received events are 
assembled into packets of a defined size before passing them on for 
processing.  The buffer can handle both small and large numbers 
of events at a time; small numbers, will be accumulated until the 
packet is filled, and then sent.  Large numbers will be subdivided 
into multiple packets.

For the first data processing layer, this choice is driven by the nature 
of the input data.  But for subsequent layers, in a multilayer network, 
there are other options:  The simplest is a flushingBuffer for all 
subsequent layers – allowing the response of the first layer, to a single 
packet of events, to propagate directly through the whole network.  

Data-Processing Layer Types

After the input layer, all subsequent layers in the neural network will be 

one of two types:

• fullyConnected – each neuron is connected to members of the 

full set of possible inputs – hence ‘fully connected’, even though a 

much smaller number of connections are likely to be non-zero.

• convolutional – each neuron’s connection weights express a 

localized filter – typically a region that is a small fraction of the 

input’s height and width.  This filter is tested across all x and y 

positions.

Note: If a pooling layer is required, this operation (max pooling only) is 

included as an optional feature of convolutional layers, rather than as a 

discrete layer type.  (Please see description below.)
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mandatory parameters (continued)
4. numNeurons: integer value of the number of neurons in the layer.  

This in turn defines the input dimension of any following layer.
5. numWeights: integer value which defines the number of 

connections for each neuron – constant across neurons.
6. thresholdFire: integer value which defines the threshold for 

neurons to fire or generate an event.  In most circumstances the 
activation level of neurons cannot exceed either the packetSize or 
the numWeights values; and so thresholdFire should typically be set 
lower than the smaller of those two values.

optional parameters:

1. [optional] numClasses: integer value, representing the number 
of classes in the dataset.  Defining this value sets the learning to 
a ‘labelled’ mode, when the layer is initialized.  The neurons are 
divided into groups of equal size, one for each input data class.  
When an input packet is sent with a label included, only those 
neurons corresponding to that input class are allowed to learn.  
For numClasses, the following two options are used to define the 
number of neurons in the layer:numClasses, in the layer:

 »  Define numNeurons: numNeuronsPerClass is then calculated 
as numNeurons / numClasses.  If numNeurons is not an 
integer multiple of numClasses, it is increased to the next 
integer multiple of numClasses.

 » Define numNeuronsPerClass: numNeurons is calculated 
as numClasses x numNeuronsPerClass.  If both 
numNeuronsPerClass and numNeurons are defined, then 
numNeuronsPerClass takes precedence, and numNeurons will 
be ignored.

fullyConnected

Parameters:
 layerType: fullyConnected
 bufferingType: packetizingBuffer
 packetSize: 784*
 numNeurons: 500
 numWeights: 200
 thresholdFire: 300
 numClasses: 5 **
 numOutputsPerClass: 100 **
 learningType: akidaUnsupervised **
 initialPlasticity: 1 **
 minPlasticity: 0.03 **
 plasticityDecay: 0.1 **
 learningCompetition: 0 **
 fileToLoad: wtsaves/layer1_saved_wts.dat **
* special – sometimes optional, see description.   ** optional parameters

fullyConnected layers are the default layer type and are used 
for most processing purposes, since any neuron in the layer can be 
connected to any input channel.  
fullyConnected layers are defined by 5–6 mandatory parameters, 
and 8 optional parameters:

 mandatory parameters:
1. layerType: fullyConnected
2. bufferingType: <valid values: flushingBuffer, 

packetizingBuffer > Defines the type of buffering used by the 
layer.  See the description of buffering in the previous section for 
details.

3. [special] packetSize: integer value.  When a packetizingBuffer 
is used, this defines the number of events that will be accumulated 
by the buffer before they are forwarded for processing.  When 
setting the packetSize, the number of events that would typically 
characterize an ‘item’ or ‘interest’ in the data should be considered.  
When a flushingBuffer is used, events are sent exactly as 
received regardless of number, therefore packetSize is not required.
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optional parameters (continued)
[optional] fileToLoad: string.  Relative path to a binary file with stored 

values for the neuron connections and potentially other parameters.  

Note: no punctuation is required around the string.  (Please see the 

description of saved weights files.)  If this value is undefined, the 

network will be initialized purely according to the parameters defined in 

the .yml file and with random initial connection weights.  

Outputs are returned from fullyConnected layers as a list of events 

in the standard AER format, that is, as a triplet of x, y and feature 

values.  However, fullyConnected networks by definition have no 

intrinsic spatial organization.  Thus, all output events have x and y 

values of zero with only the f value being meaningful – corresponding 

to the index of the event-generating neuron.  Note that each neuron can 

only generate a single event for each packet of inputs processed.  

To help with output classification, it is also possible to retrieve the 

activation level of neurons in the final network layer, in which case one 

value per neuron will be returned.  Note that, if numClasses is defined 

and ‘labeled’ and learning mode is activated, then the f value of the 

outputs will correspond to the class of the neuron, rather than the index 

of the event-generating neuron.

optional parameters (continued)
2. [optional] numNeuronsPerClass:  integer value, the number of 

neurons for each class.  Described above with numClasses
3. [optional] learningType:  <valid value: akidaUnsupervised> 

Defines whether the AEE built-in unsupervised learning algorithm 
is used.  If undefined, or if any other value is given, no learning will 
occur within the network and it will operate in inference-only mode.

4. [optional] initialPlasticity: floating point value, range 
0–1 inclusive (defaults to 1).  It defines the initial plasticity of each 
neuron’s connections or how easily the weights will change when 
learning occurs; similar in some ways to a learning rate.  Typically, 
this can be set to 1, especially if the network is initialized with 
random weights.  Plasticity can only decrease over time, never 
increase; if set to 0 learning will never occur in the network.  Note: 
It would be more efficient to turn off learning by not setting the 
learningType parameter.  (Please see the description of saved 
weights files for more options regarding initialPlasticity.)

5. [optional] minPlasticity: floating point value, range 0–1 inclusive 
(defaults to 0.1).  It defines the minimum level to which plasticity 
will decay.

6. [optional] plasticityDecay:  floating point value, range 0–1 inclusive 
(defaults to 0.25).  It defines the decay of plasticity with each 
learning step, relative to the initialPlasticity.

7. [optional] learningCompetition:  floating point value, range 0–1 
inclusive (defaults to 0).  It controls competition between neurons.  
This is a rather subtle parameter since there is always substantial 
competition in learning between neurons.  This parameter controls 
the competition from neurons that have already learned – when 
set to zero, a neuron that has already learned a given feature 
will not prevent other neurons from learning similar features.  As 
learningCompetition increases such neurons will exert more 
competition.  This parameter can, however, have serious unintended 
consequences for learning stability; we recommend that it should be 
kept low, and probably never exceed 0.5.
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Convolutional layers are defined by 8 mandatory parameters, 
and 9 optional parameters:

Mandatory parameters:

1. layerType: convolutional
2. bufferingType: <valid values: flushingBuffer, packetizingBuffer >   

Defines the type of buffering used by the layer.  (For details, see the 
description of buffering in the previous section.)

3. [special] packetSize: integer value.  When a packetizingBuffer is 
used, this defines the number of events that will be accumulated 
by the buffer before they are forwarded for processing.  In this 
case, when setting the packetSize, the number of events that would 
typically characterize an ‘item’ of interest in the data should be 
considered.  When a flushingBuffer is used, events are sent exactly 
as received regardless of number, requiring no packetSize.

4. numNeurons: integer value, the number of neurons in the layer.  
The input dimension of the following layer is defined by the spatial 
dimensions of the input to this layer, the kernel size, and the 
ConvolutionMode

5. kernelSize: integer value, sets the height and width of each neuron’s 
filter kernel simultaneously.  Only odd numbered values are allowed.  

6. numWeights: integer value, defining the number of connections for 
each neuron and is constant across neurons.  When determining 
a value for numWeights: Note that the total number of available 
connections is not set by the dimensions of the input to the 
layer, but by the dimensions of the kernel.  Total connections = 
kernelHeight x kernelWidth x num_features, where num_features 
is typically the numNeurons of the preceding layer.  numWeights 
should be much smaller than this value – not more than half, and 
often much less. 

7. thresholdFire: integer value, defining the threshold for neurons to 
fire or generate an event.  In many practical cases, the threshold 
fire should be set to much lower than packetSize or numWeights 
depending on the wanted specificity/generalizability. 

Convolutional or “weight-sharing” layers

Parameters:
 layerType: convolutional
 bufferingType: packetizingBuffer
 packetSize: 784*
 numNeurons: 32
 kernelWidth: 5
 kernelHeight: 5
 numWeights: 200
 thresholdFire: 300
 convolutionMode: valid
 numOutputsPerClass: 8**
 numClasses: 4**
 paddingWidth: 1**
 paddingHeight: 1**
 poolingWidth: 2**
 poolingHeight: 2**
 learningType: akidaUnsupervised**
 initialPlasticity: 1**
 minPlasticity: 0.03**
 plasticityDecay: 0.1**
 learningCompetition: 0**
 fileToLoad: wtsaves/layer1_saved_wts.dat**
*special – sometimes optional, see description **optional parameters

Convolutional or “weight-sharing” layers are commonly used in visual 
processing.  However, the convolution operation is extremely useful in 
any domain where translational invariance is required – that is, where 
localized patterns may be of interest regardless of absolute position 
within the input.  The convolution implemented in AEE is typical of that 
used in visual processing, i.e., it is a 2D convolution (across the x- and 
y-dimensions), but a 3D input with a 3D filter.  No convolution occurs 
across the third dimension; events from input feature 1 only interact 
with connections to input feature 1 – likewise for input feature 2 and 
so on.  Typically, the input feature is the identity of the event-emitting 
neuron in the previous layer.
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2. [optional] numNeuronsPerClass:  integer value, the number of 
neurons for each class; as described above with numClasses.

3. [optional] poolingSize:  integer value, defines the kernel height and 
width simultaneously, as well as stride, for a max pooling operation 
on layer outputs (default value 1).  

4. [optional] learningType:  <valid value: akidaUnsupervised>  Defines 
whether or not to use the AEE built-in unsupervised learning 
algorithm.  If undefined, or if any other value is given, no learning 
will occur within the network and it will operate in inference-only 
mode.  Note: If the learningType is set to None or undefined, and the 
network is to be used in inference mode, there should be a set of 
weights that the network can load, otherwise the instantiation will 
fail (Unable to instantiate network : No weights file specified for a 
layer that has no learning capabilities.)

5. [optional] initialPlasticity:  floating point value, range 0–1 
inclusive (defaults to 1).  Defines the initial plasticity of each 
neuron’s connections, that is, how easily the weights will change 
when learning occurs and is similar to a learning rate.  Typically, this 
can be set to 1, especially if the network is initialized with random 
weights.  Plasticity can only decrease over time and never increase. 
When set to 0, learning will not occur in the network.  Note: It would 
be more efficient, in such a case, to turn off learning by not setting 
the learningType parameter.  Please see the description of saved 
weights files for additional options regarding initialPlasticity.

6. [optional] minPlasticity:  floating point value, range 0–1 inclusive 
(defaults to 0.1).  Defines the minimum level to which plasticity will 
decay.

7. [optional] plasticityDecay:  floating point value, range 0–1 
inclusive (defaults to 0.25).  Defines the decay of plasticity with 
each learning step relative to the initialPlasticity.

Optional parameters (continued)

Optional parameters:

1. [optional] numClasses: integer value, the number of classes in the 
dataset.  Defining this value sets the learning to a ‘labeled’ mode. 
When the layer is initialized, the neurons are divided into equally 
sized groups, one for each input data class.  When an input packet 
is sent with a label included, only those neurons corresponding to 
that input class are allowed to learn.  If numClasses is used, there 
are two options to define the number of neurons in the layer:

 » Define numNeurons:  numNeuronsPerClass is then calculated 
as numNeurons / numClasses.  If numNeurons is not an integer 
multiple of numClasses, it is increased to the next integer 
multiple of numClasses.

 » Define numNeuronsPerClass:  In this case numNeurons is 
calculated as numClasses x numNeuronsPerClass.  If both 
numNeuronsPerClass and numNeurons are defined, then 
numNeuronsPerClass takes precedence, and numNeurons will 
be ignored.

8. convolutionMode: <options: valid, same, full, padding>  Sets the 
effective padding of the input for convolution, thereby determining 
the output dimensions.  Naming conventions are the same as those 
for SciPy and Matlab:

 » valid – no padding, output width and height will be reduced 
such that, e.g., output_width = inputWidth – 
kernelWidth + 1.

 » same – padded such that the output width and height match 
the input.

Mandatory parameters (continued)
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AEE allows the User to save the network state at any time; typically 

following training.  The full network state is saved such that, after 

reloading, AEE can operate in an

inference-only mode or can undergo further learning as required. This 

process is transparent to the User.

The saveNetwork call generates a .yml network definition file, as a 

set of saved weights files (described above); one per network layer in 

.dat format.  This file is identical to the .yml files generated by Users 

themselves.  To reload the network, the new .yml file has to pass to 

the AEE constructor call.  The .yml file, contains all the necessary 

parameters to rebuild the network, along with the path for loading the 

individual network weight files.

Format for Saved Weights

8. [optional] learningCompetition:  floating point value, range 0–1 
inclusive (defaults to 0).  Controls competition between neurons.  
This parameter controls the competition from neurons that have 
already learned.  When set to zero, a neuron that has already learned 
a given feature will not prevent other neurons from learning similar 
features.  As learningCompetition increases such neurons will exert 
more competition.  Note: This parameter can have serious and 
unintended consequences to learning stability – it is recommended 
to keep it low, and not above 0.5.

9. [optional] fileToLoad:  string.  A relative path to a binary file 
with stored values for the neuron connections, and potentially 
other parameters.  (See the description of saved weights files.)  If 
this value is undefined, the network will be initialized according 
to the parameters defined in the .yml file and with random initial 
connection weights.  Note: No punctuation, like ‘or ‘ is required 
around the string.  

Optional parameters (continued)

Outputs are returned from convolutional layers as a list of events in 
the standard AER format, that is, as a triplet of x, y and feature (neuron 
index) values.  Note that for a single packet processed, each neuron 
can only generate a single event at a given location, but can generate 
events at multiple different locations and that multiple neurons may all 
generate events at a single location.
Also, note that if numClasses is defined, then the f value of the outputs 
will correspond to the class of the neuron, rather than the index of the 
event-generating neuron.
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ForwardImg(input_image, doLearning, 
flushPacket=True, inputLabel=-1)

Forwards an image through the network.
Parameters:
• input_array – a numpy array containing the image data 

(grayscale or RGB). doLearning – a flag indicating if the 
network can learn from this image (mandatory, no default 
value).

• flushPacket – always set to True for images (see 
ForwardEv).

• inputLabel – an integer representing the image class, 
used for semi- supervised learning. Defaults to -1, meaning 
any class.

getLayer(name) Get a reference to a specific layer.
This method allows a deeper introspection of the network by 
providing access to the underlying layers.
Parameters: 
• name – the layer name (as specified in the YAML file). 
Returns: a handler to a Layer object.

getOutputsV() Retrieves the output of the network, including spike 
values.
This method retrieves the output of the last layer in the 
network after a call to forward, including spike values.
Returns: A nx4 numpy array of AER events with value (x, y, f, v)

get_outputs() Retrieves the output of the network.
This method retrieves the output of the last layer in the 
network after a call to forward. Implicitly, all spikes values are 
set to 1.
Returns: A nx3 numpy array of AER events (x, y, f).

A E E  P y t h o n  A P I  ( con t inued )

class akida.Network(filename) An Akida neural network, represented as a hierarchy of 
layers.
The Network class is the main interface to Akida.
It provides methods to instantiate, train, test, and save neural 
networks.

__init__(filename) Creates a Network from a YAML file.

AkidaSave(folder_path, network_name) Saves a Network to disk.
This method saves a neural network to disk as a YAML (.yml) 
description file describing the layers hierarchy, and a weights 
file (.dat) for each layer.
Parameters: 
• folder_path – the path to the directory where the files 

will be saved. 
• network_name – the YAML file name (without the 

extension).

ForwardEv(input_array, doLearning, 
flushPacket=True, inputLabel=-1)

Forwards a set of events through the network. 
Parameters:
• input_array – a nx3-dimensional numpy array 

containing the events in AER format (x, y, f), n being the 
number of events.

• doLearning – a flag indicating if the network can learn 
from this set of events (mandatory, no default value).

• flushPacket – when packetizing, determines how 
‘leftover’ events are processed. If set to True, an 
incomplete packet will be sent at the end. 

• inputLabel – an integer representing the class of the 
images, used for semi- supervised learning. Defaults to -1, 
for ‘any class’.

A E E  P y t h o n  A P I

This section describes the Python Application Programming Interface (API) for the Akida 
Execution Engine (AEE) – 2019.1 ‘learning info’ APIs
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get_outputs() Retrieves the output of the layer.
This method retrieves the output of the layer after a call to 
forward. Implicitly, all spikes values are set to 1. 
Returns: A nx3 numpy array of AER events (x, y, f).

get_potentials(neuron_id=-1) Returns a list of neuron potentials.
Returns the list of potentials of a specified neuron or of all 
neurons.
Parameters: 
• neuron_id – the id of the neuron ([0..n_neurons]), or -1 

for all neurons. 
Returns: A numpy array of 32 bits integer.

get_synapses(neuron_id, quantum=1) Gets synapses for the specified neuron.
Retrieves the list of active synapses for a given neuron and a 
specified quantized weight. 
Parameters: 
neuron_id – the id of the neuron ([0..n_neurons]).
quantum – the synapse quantized weight ([-127..127], defaults 
to 1).
Returns: A sparse array of dimensions:
(input_width, input_height, input_channels) Can be converted 
to a numpy array using x.todense().

input_dims() Returns the input dimensions of the layer.
Returns the input width, height, and number of input channels. 
Returns: A tuple of width, height, channels.

A E E  P y t h o n  A P I  ( con t inued )

get_potentials(neuron_id=-1) Returns a list of neuron potentials for the last layer.
Returns the list of potentials of a specified neuron or of all 
neurons of the last layer of this network.
Parameters: 
• neuron_id – the id of the neuron ([0..n_neurons]), or -1 

for all neurons.
Returns: A numpy array of 32 bits integers.

class akida.Layer(instance, name) An Akida neural network layer.

getOutputsV() Retrieves the output of the layer, including spike values.
This method retrieves the output of the layer after a call to 
forward, including spike values. 
Returns: A nx4 numpy array of AER events with value (x, y, f, v)

get_inference_ops() Returns a number of inference operations.
This number is a good indicator of the performance of a layer: 
to decrease it, one must improve the layer weights sparsity.
Returns: The number of inference operations during the last 
run.

get_learning() Returns the learning neuron id and the amount of 
learning.
Retrieves a tuple providing the id of the neuron that learnt and 
the amount of learning achieved in the last layer evaluation. 
Note that the amount of learning can be zero even if the 
neuron learnt that the neuron learning capability is capped (for 
instance, due to a high competition rate).
Returns: A tuple containing the id of the neuron that learnt 
and the learning amount [0..100%] None, None if no learning 
occurred.

get_learning_histogram() Returns an histogram of learning percentages.
Returns a list of learning percentages and the associated 
number of neurons.
Returns: a [n,2] array containing the learning percentages and 
the number of neurons.

A E E  P y t h o n  A P I  ( con t inued )
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Fully Connected Layer processing Discrete Frames/Samples

Name: demo_MNIST_EventsIn
Path: “”
Layers:
- Name: input
Parameters:
layerType: inputData
inputWidth: 26
inputHeight: 26
inputFeatures: 4
- Name: fully
Parameters:
layerType: fullyConnected
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeurons: 200
packetSize: 784
thresholdFire: 200
numWeights: 150
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.03
plasticityDecay: 0.1
learningCompetition: 0
learningType: akidaUnsupervised

Fully Connected Layer processing an Event Stream, e.g., DVS 
data

Name: demo_CharacterDVS
Path: “”
Layers:
- Name: input
Parameters:
layerType: inputData
inputWidth: 32
inputHeight: 32
inputFeatures: 1
- Name: fully
Parameters:
layerType: fullyConnected
bufferingType: packetizingBuffer
numNeurons: 1024
packetSize: 150
numWeights: 150
thresholdFire: 80
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.03
plasticityDecay: 0.2
learningCompetition: 0
learningType: akidaUnsupervised

Appendix: Network Configuration
Examples (YAML Files)
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Fully Connected Layer processing Discrete Image Frames
(integrated spike generator)

Path: “”
Name: demo_MNIST_imageIn
Layers:
- Name: inputBC
Parameters:
layerType: inputBCSpike
inputWidth: 28
inputHeight: 28
- Name: fully
Parameters:
layerType: fullyConnected
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeurons: 500
packetSize: 784
thresholdFire: 300
numWeights: 200
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.03
plasticityDecay: 0.1
learningCompetition: 0
learningType: akidaUnsupervised

Fully Connected Layer processing Discrete Frames/Samples, with
output classification

Name: demo_MNIST_EventsIn_supervised
Path: “”
Layers:
- Name: input
Parameters:
layerType: inputData
inputWidth: 26
inputHeight: 26
inputFeatures: 4
- Name: fully
Parameters:
layerType: fullyConnected
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeuronsPerClass: 200
numClasses: 10
packetSize: 784
thresholdFire: 200
numWeights: 150
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.03
plasticityDecay: 0.1
learningCompetition: 0
learningType: akidaUnsupervised
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Convolutional Layer processing Discrete Image Frames, with
classification of the output

Name: demo_convolutional
Path: “”
29
Layers:
- Name: inputBCSpike
Parameters:
layerType: inputData
inputHeight: 28
inputWidth: 28
- Name: conv
Parameters:
layerType: convolutional
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeurons: 16
numClasses: 4
packetSize: 4608
numWeights: 10
thresholdFire: 5
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.3
plasticityDecay: 0.2
learningCompetition: 0
kernelHeight: 5
kernelWidth: 5
poolingHeight: 1
poolingWidth: 1
convolutionMode: valid

Convolutional Layer processing Discrete Image Frames

Name: demo_convolutional
Path: “”
Layers:
- Name: inputBCSpike
Parameters:
layerType: inputData
inputHeight: 28
inputWidth: 28
- Name: conv
Parameters:
layerType: convolutional
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeurons: 4
packetSize: 4608
numWeights: 10
thresholdFire: 5
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.3
plasticityDecay: 0.2
learningCompetition: 0
kernelHeight: 5
kernelWidth: 5
poolingHeight: 1
poolingWidth: 1
convolutionMode: valid
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The Akida Development Environment:

Appendix: ADE  2019.1 Data Sheet

The Akida Execution Engine (AEE)
• Python wrapped and protected C++ object-code library
• Pixel to spike converters

 » Brainchip 
 » Spikemap™

• Generic (8bit convolution kernels)
• Supports fully connected and convolutional layers
• Akida unsupervised learning rule
• Akida unsupervised learning with supervised classification
• API documentation

A model zoo of pre-created spiking neural network (SNN) models
• Yaml files set
• Native and CNN2SNN MNIST, CNN2SNN CIFAR10, DVS and fully 

unsupervised network models

Several Python/Jupyter Notebooks tutorials
• Native SNN (learning, classification and inference)

 » MNIST
 » Character DVS – unsupervised w/ and w/o supervised 

classification
 » Pure unsupervised

• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) convert to SNNs  Provided 
as examples – can be run in the ADE only in inference mode

 » MNIST
 » CIFAR10

Multilayer Example

Path: “”
Name: demo_multilayer
Layers:
- Name: input
Parameters:
layerType: inputBCSpike
inputWidth: 28
inputHeight: 28
- Name: conv
Parameters:
layerType: convolutional
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeurons: 32
packetSize: 784
numWeights: 10
thresholdFire: 5
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.3
plasticityDecay: 0.2
learningCompetition: 0
kernelHeight: 5
kernelWidth: 5
poolingHeight: 2
poolingWidth: 2
convolutionMode: valid
learningType: akidaUnsupervised
- Name: fully
Parameters:
layerType: fullyConnected
bufferingType: flushingBuffer
numNeurons: 500
packetSize: 784
thresholdFire: 200
numWeights: 300
initialPlasticity: 1
minPlasticity: 0.03
plasticityDecay: 0.01
learningCompetition: 0
learningType: akidaUnsupervised
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The Akida Development Environment – main features include:

AEE Features
• Accepts neural network models described using YAML files.
• Accepts native spiking data or pixel data (Converted to spikes using 

the included data-to-spike converters). 
• SNN configuration load and save.
• Multiple training modes with parameter controls.
• Enhanced exception handling.
• On-the-fly network data extraction.
• Pip packaging.

 ADE Features
• SNN performance evaluation (accuracy).
• Docker and Python’s pip (native) installers.
• Ease of use (Jupyter Notebooks).
• CNN to SNN converter.
 
Supported Configurations
• Supported OS: Ubuntu 16.04/18.04, Windows 10.
• Supported Backends: currently CPU only.
• Python 3 support.

ADE 2018.4 Features




